Has a large diversity of plant and animal species.
natural ecosystem

Animal and plant species are selected by humans.
managed ecosystem

Animal and plant species are limited in diversity.
managed ecosystem

Living things interact with nonliving things.
both

A biological community
both

The Louvre in Paris, France is the world’s largest art museum.
neither

Complex food chains
natural ecosystem

Simple food chains
managed ecosystem

Food chains move energy through the ecosystem.
both

At 456 (139.9 m) feet tall, the Kingda Ka is the tallest roller
coaster in the world. It is located at Six Flags Great Adventure in
Jackson, New Jersey.
neither
The Mall of America in Bloomington, Minnesota is the largest
shopping mall in the United States.
neither

Has animals and plants.
both

Produces crops and/or animal products.
managed ecosystem

Requires the assistance of humans.
managed ecosystem

Humans control many of the interactions including soil condition,
soil erosion, water quality, and animal habitats.
managed ecosystem

At the Louisville Slugger Museum & Factory in Louisville,
Kentucky, visitors can take a guided tour through the factory
where the baseball bats are made.
neither
Royal Caribbean’s Symphony of the Seas is the world’s largest
cruise ship.
neither

Sunlight is the energy source.
both

The Mojave Desert is the driest desert in North America and the
only place in the world where Joshua trees grow.
natural ecosystem

The Taj Mahal in Agra, India is a white marble mausoleum built
in 1632 to house the tomb of Shah Jahan’s wife, Mumtaz Mahal.
neither

Is affected by weather.
both

Is affected by natural disasters
both

Requires the assistance of humans.
managed ecosystem

With 16,000 species of trees, the Amazon rainforest is the largest
and most biodiverse rainforest in the world.
natural ecosystem

The Golden Gate Bridge is a suspension bridge in San Francisco,
California that spans the one-mile-strait connecting
San Francisco Bay and the Pacific Ocean. neither
The Southern Mangrove Swamp in Southern Florida is the only
place in the world where crocodiles and alligators live in the same
area.
natural ecosystem
Organisms eat other organisms to obtain energy.
both

Fertilizers and nutrients are added to the soil.

managed ecosystem

Algae is the base of the Antarctic Tundra’s food chain.
natural ecosystem

The African Savanna is home to one of the largest annual
migrations in the world; 1.5 million zebras, elephants, gazelles,
giraffes, and other herbivores migrate in search of fresh
grass.
natural ecosystem

Established in 1978, the Hawaii Fish Company is the longest
operating commercial aquaculture farm in Hawaii. They raise
North Shore tilapia in floating cages in a deep spring-fed
pond.
managed ecosystem
At 2,717 feet (829.8 m) tall, the Burj Khalifa in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates is the tallest building in the world.
neither

